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HIGSON COMPACTIFICATIONS OBTAINED BY

EXPANDING AND CONTRACTING THE

HALF-OPEN INTERVAL

By

Yutaka Iwamoto and Kazuo Tomoyasu

Abstract. In thispaper, we study Higson compactificationsof the

half-openintervalobtained by expanding and contractingthe base

space. We show that the Higson coronas of the half-openinterval

obtained by these operationsare indecomposable continua. More-

over,we show that the Stone-Cech compactificationcan be approxi-

mated by such Higson compactifications.

All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be locally compact and

Hausdorff. By C*(X), we denote the Banach algebra of all bounded real-valued

continuous functions on X with the sup-norm. It is well-known that there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the compactiflcations of a space X and the

closed subrings of C*(X) containing the constants and generating the topology of

X. Let / : X ―>■Y be a continuous function between metric spaces (X, d) and

(Y,p). We say that the function / satisfiesthe (*)d-condition provided that

(*)d lim diam.n/(i^(x, r)) = 0 for each r > 0,
X―+CC

that is, for each r > 0 and each e > 0, there is a compact set K = Kf)Ein X such

that diamp f(Bd{x,r)) <s for each xeX＼K. Let Q{X) = {/ e C*(X) ＼f sat-

isfies{*)d}. Then Cd(X) is a closed subring of C*(X).

The Higson compactification Xd of a proper metric space (X,d) is the

compactification associated with the closed subring Cd(X) of C*(X) [5],where a

metric d on a,space X is said to be proper provided that every bounded subset in
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X has the compact closure. The remainder Xd＼X is called the Higson corona

and we denote the Higson corona of X by vjX. In [4],it was shown that the

Stone-Cech compactifications can be approximated by Higson compactifications

operating their proper metrics.

In this paper, we study the Higson compactifications of the half-open in-

terval.In particular, we concentrate our attention on the proper metrics which

can be realized by expanding and contracting the base space, more precisely,the

proper metrics induced by homeomophisms (or diffeomorphisms) between the

base space. We show that the Higson coronas obtained by these operations are

indecomposable continua. And then we show that the Stone-Cech compactifi-

cation of the half-open interval can be approximated by these kinds of Higson

compactifications.

The authors would like to thank Professors K. Kawamura and K. Sakai for

their helpful comments.

1. Indecomposable Contlnua as Higson Coronas

Let e : X ―>Il/ecm If ^e tne evaluation map associated with C%(X), where

If = [inff(X),sup f{X)]cR. If we take finite maps fu ...,/, e Q(X), then

P(x, y) = (E?=i(*/ - yt)2)l/2,x = ixi), y = (j/) e n"=i 7/ is a compatible metric

on Y＼^=iIfr We say two compactifications aX and yX of X are equivalent (≪)

provided that there exists a homeomorphism / : <zX ―>yX such that f＼x is the

identity map on X. Recall that, identifying X with e(X), the closure c＼X =

c＼(e(X))of X in Il/ecm//" an(^ tne Higson compactification ZJ are equivalent.

Proposition 1.1 ([5],Proposition 1). Let X be a non-compact metric space

with a proper metric d. Then for each compact metric space Y, a map f : X ―> Y

can be extended to the map f : Xd ―+ Y if and only if f satisfies(*)^. Fur-

thermore, Xd is the unique compactification of X satisfyinq this condition.

A finite system {E＼,...,En} of subsets of a proper metric space (X,d)

diverges if, for each r > 0 the intersection of the r-neighborhoods Bd{Ej, r)'s of the

sets Ei, i = 1,... ,n, is a bounded subset of X. A system {E＼,... ,En} diverges if

and only if lim^o, Y^"=i d(x,Ej) = oo.

The following proposition is essentially proved in [21.

Proposition 1.2 (cf. [2], Proposition 2.3). Let X be a non-compact metric

space with a proper metric d. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) A compactification olX of X is equivalent to Xd,

(2) For disjointclosed subsets A,B a X, the system {A,B} diverges if and only if

Theorem 1.3 ([2],Theorem 1.4). Let X be a non-compact metric space with a

proper metric d and A a non-compact closed subspace of X. Then the closure cl^d A

is equivalent to the Higson compactification A , where d' is the metric on A

induced by d.

Lemma 1.4. Let X be a non-compact metric space with a proper metric d.

Let U a Xd be a neighborhood of x e v^X. Then for each r > 0 and for each

compactum K czX, thereis y e X＼K such that Bd{y,r) cz U.

Proof. Choose finite open sets U, a Ifp *=!,...,≪ so that x e (~)"=lpt
x
■

(Ut) a U for some fx,...,fne Q(X), where pt : ]Q/ec;(z) Jf ~>Ifi is the Pro-

jection. We take e > 0 so that Bp(n(x),s) c U＼ x ■■■x Un, where n : Ylfec*(x) h

―> Yl?=i If, ^s ^ projection. Put g = (/-)r=i : % ~* Il/Li ^- Then g satisfies

(*)d since each fi satisfies (*)d. By Proposition 1.1, there is the extension

g : xd -> n?=i Jy; of ≫･ Note that £-1 Wrc(*W4))n (A^) # 0- So we can

take yeg-l(Bp(n(x),e/4))n(X＼K) such that distmpg(Bd(y,r)) < e/2. Then, for

each z£^(j;,r),

/>(^(z),tt(x)) < p(g(z),g(y)) + p{g{y),n(x)) < e/2 + e/4 < e,

i

/

e. 9(
1

z) e Bp(n(x),e) a JJ＼x ･･･ x Un. This means that pt{z) = ft(z) e Ut

n, hence zeU. Therefore,Bd{y,r) c U

for

□

Lemma 1.5. Let X be a non-compact metric space with a proper metric d and

Nr an r-dense closed subset of X, r > 0. Let d' be the metric on Nr induced by d.

Then the Higson corona vjX of X is homeomorphic to Vd'Nr (v^X = Vd'Nr).

Proof. Let x e vjX and U c Xd a neighborhood of x. Then, for each

compactum K c X, there exists y e X＼K such that Bd(y,r) <=(7 by Lemma 1.4.

Since 7Vr is r-dense in X, 5rf(j;,r)nJVr＼=0. Thus, fi^(j,r)n7Vr c UHNr # 0.

So we have clL^ Nr＼Nr = v^X. By Theorem 1.3, cl^ A^- is equivalent to N/'.

Hence, vjX is homeomorphic to Vd>Nr. □

[0

In what follows,we consider a proper metric d on the half-openinterval

oo) satisfyingthe followingcondition:
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(f) d(x, y) + d(y, z) = d(x, z) for each x, y,z e [0, oo) with x < y < z.

Of course, the usual metric on [0, oo) satisfies the condition (f). This condition

says that the metric d is induced by a homeomorphism between the haif-open

interval.

In fact, if a proper metric d satisfies (f), then the map/? : [0, oo) ―>■[0, oo)

defined by h(x) = d(0,x) is a homeomorphism satisfying d(x,y) = ＼h(x) ―h(y)＼

for each xje [0, oo). On the contrary, for any given homeomorphism h : [0, oo)

―≫[0, oo), define d(x, y) = ＼h(x)― h(y)＼ for x, ye[0, oo). Then we obtain a

proper metric d satisfying (f).

If a proper metric d satisfies the condition (f), we have the following theorem

as in the case of Stone-Cech compactification [11.

Theorem 1.6. Let d be a proper metric on the half open intervalsatisfyingthe

condition (f). Then the Higson corona of the half-open interval with respect to d is

an indecomposable continuum.

Proof. Put X = [0,oo) and let d be a proper metric on X satisfying the

condition (f). Clearly v^X is a continuum. Let K and L be proper closed subsets

of VdX such that v^X = KU L. We shall show that K is not connected.

Let x e v^X＼^T and y e ＼dX＼L. By the regularity of Xd, we can take disjoint

open sets U, V ^ Xd such that ie(/c c＼^dU a Xd＼K, yeV ^ clf , F c

X^＼L and cl^ U D cl^rfF = 0. Inductively, we choose sequences {fl/}^! and

{^y}^! as follows. Let a＼e U be a point such that Bd(a＼,2) a U. The existence

of such a point follows from Lemma 1.4. Since d is a proper metric satisfying the

condition (f), we can take b＼> a＼ so that b＼e&xBd(a＼,2) and d{a＼1b＼)=2.

Assume that a＼< b＼< ■■･ < at < bt have been constructed for i < n. Then let

an e U be a point satisfying the following:

(1) bn-i < an,

(2) d(bn^,an)>2n+l,

(3) [Vi,fl≫]nK#0 and

(4) Bd{an,2n) c U (by Lemma 1.4).

By the condition(f), we can take bn e clxBd(an,2n) such that

(5) an <bn and d{an,bn)= 2n.

Define / : X ->･[0,1] by
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/(*)
<

0,

d(x, at)

V

1,

d(x, bj)

V

0.

if x e [O,ai],

if x e [at,bj＼ and i is odd,

if xe [bi,ai+＼] and / is odd,

if x e [dj,bi] and / is even,

if x e[bi, aj+i] and / is even.

183

Then the well-definedness of the function / follows from the condition (5).

Now we shall show that / satisfies(*)d. Let e,r > 0. Take k e N so that

r/2k < e/2. Then it sufficesto show that diam/(^(x, r)) < e for each x > a*. Let

y e Bd(x, r). We only show the case x < y, x, y e [a,,bj],i > k and /is odd, since

the other cases follows from similar arguments. Then we have

＼f{y)-f{x)＼=±＼d{y,ai)-d(x,ai)＼=±(d(y,ai)-d(x,ai))

< ―{d{y, x) + d(x, at) - d{x, at))

＼ 1f . r r s
= Yid(y>x)<v-＼<r

Hence we have diam/(!?</(x,r)) < e. Thus / satisfiesthe (*^-condition.

By Proposition 1.1,there is the extension/ : Xd ―>■[0,1] of /. Then we shall

show that/(AT) = {0,1}. By (3), we can choose a sequence {c;}^ such that bn <

cn < an+{ and cn e V. Since f(c2n+＼)= 1 and cLp4c2≪+i},=i <= VHvdX a K,

/"'(I) HAT # 0. Similarly,/-^O) HAT # 0 since f(c2n) = 0. However, /"!((0,1))

c [/fll by the construction of / and the conditions (4) and (5). This implies

that f~l((0,1)) fiAT = 0. Thus /(AT) = {0,1}. This means that AT is not con-

nected, hence vjX is an indecomposable continuum. □

The indecomposability is not a common property among Higson coronas

even for the half-open interval. In fact, we have the following example:

Example. Let g : [0,oo) ―>R2 be the embedding defined by g(t) = (t,tsint)

and put X = g([0,co)). Let d be the metric on X induced by the usual metric on

R2. Now we show that the Higson corona vjX is a decomposable continuum.

Put K={(x,y)eX＼y>0}, L = {(x, y) e X ＼y < 0}, D = {(*, y) e R2 ＼

x>0, ＼y＼<x}, E= {(x,y) eD＼ y>0} and F = {(x, y) e D＼ y < 0}. Then

K a E, L czF and K＼JL = XaD = EUF. As proper metrics on these spaces,
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we consider the metrics induced by the usual metric on R2 and, abusing

notations, we denote them by d. By Lemma 1.5, v<]X = v^D, VdK = VdE and

VdL^VdF. Using Theorem 1.3, we identify v^K, v^L with cljprfK＼K, c＼^dL＼L,

respectively. Note that vdX = vd{KUL)= d^d{K U L)＼{K U L) = (clfrfK＼K) U

(cljprfL＼L) = vjK U vdL. It is easy to see that v^E and vjF are continua. Thus

VdX can be realized as a union of two continua vdK and v^L.

Let A = {g(t)＼t= n/2 + 2nn,n=l,2,...} and 5 = {g(t) ＼t= 37r/2+ 2rar,

≪=1,2,...}. Then the system {A,B} diverges. Thus cl^ A D cljprf5 = 0 by

Proposition 1.2. Since A ^ K and B <= L, c＼^dA＼A cz vjK and cl^rfB＼B <= v^L.

Hence continua vjA^ and v^L are proper subcontinua of vdX. Thus v^X =

VdK U vwL is a decomposable continuum.

2. Specific Metrics Derived by Real-Valued Functions

For each positive real-valued continuous function / : [0,oo) ―>■R, let df be

the metric defined as follows:

df{x,y) = jVw ^ for each jc, v e [0, oo)

Let F : [0,oo) ―>[0, oo) be a diffeomorphism defined by F(x) = Joxf{i)dt. Then

we have d/(x, y) ― ＼F(x)―F(y)＼ for each jc,y e [0, oo). Thus the metric df is

induced by the diffeomorphism F.

In this section, we consider this kind of metrics df in case / > 1, i.e.,

f(x) > 1 for each xe [0,oo). Note that the metric df satisfiesthe condition (f)

stated in §1.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be the half-open interval.For each pair of disjointclosed

subsets A,B c X, there exists a continuous function f : X ―>R such that f > 1

and c＼^dfA D c＼^dfB = 0.

Proof. Let
^4

and B be disjoint closed subsets of X. We may assume that

both A and B are non-compact because the other cases are trivial.First we take

unbounded sequences ＼an}^=(),{bn}^_a, {/U^n and {qn} n such that

00 0C
A c Q [an,bn], 5cy [^,^] and an < bn < pn < qn < an+u n = 0,1,....

≪=o ≪=o

In fact, put aR = min{x : x e A] and p0 = min{x|x e B}. Without loss of

generality, we may assume that a0 < p0. Let bo = max{x e A＼x < p0}, a＼=

minjx e A Ix > b0} and qo = max{x e BI x < a＼＼.Then we have ao < bo < p0 <
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qo < a＼. Suppose ao < bo < p0 < qo < ai < ･ ･･ < an has been constructed. Then

we take bn < pn < qn < an+＼ as follows: Let pn = min{x e B＼x > an}, bn =

max{x e A ＼x < pn}, an+＼ = max{x e A ＼x > bn} and qn = max{x e B＼x < an+＼}.

Now we define the continuous function f : X ―> R as follows:

/(*)

1

(kn -J)

{Pn

K)

if x

00

Ut

n=0

an,bn] U[O,flO]

+ 1

(kn-l) -{an+i-x)

(an+i- qn)

if xe ＼bn,pn}

if xe[pn,qn],

+ 1, if xe[qn,an+i]

where kn = max{≫ + 1,(n+ ＼)/{pn -bn), (n + ＼)/{an+＼- qn)}. Clearly, / is a

well-defined continuous function with / > 1.

Since / > 1, f(A) = 1 and f{b) = kn>n+l for be BO [pn,qn], we have

df(x,A) +df(x,B) > n for each x > bin- Thus ＼mix^^{df{x, A) +d/(x,B)) = oo,

i.e., the system {A,B} diverges. By Proposition 1.2, we have c＼^dfAC＼c＼^dfB

= 0. D

For compactifications ocX and yX of a non-compact space X we denote

<xX >z yX provided that there existsa continuous map / : aX ― yX such that f＼x

is the identity map on X.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be the half-openinterval.Then the Stone-Cech com-

pactification$X can be approximated by Higson compactificationswhose coronas

are indecomposable continua,thatis,

fiX x sup{X^ ＼f:X^R is continuous and / > 1}

Proof. Let yX = sup^{X^ ＼f:X-*R is continuous and / > 1}. Let A

and B be disjoint closed subsets of X. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a continuous

function / : X ―>R such that / > 1 and cl^dfA 0 cl^dfB = 0. Note that VdfX is

an indecomposable continuum by Theorem 1.6. Since yX >z Xdf, the condition

cl^^ ADdjjrdf B = 0 implies that clyx A D clyxB = 0 for each pair of disjoint

closed subsets A, B of X. By the characterization theorem of the Stone-Cech

compactification [31, we have BX k yX. D
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Remark. From another point of view, this theorem says that the Stone-

Cech compactification of the half-open interval can be approximated by Higson

compactifications induced by diffeomorpihsms, that is, 0X &sup^{Xd ＼d is

induced by a diffeomorphism}.

Let X be the half-open interval. Let A and B be disjointclosed subsets of X.

As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, take a sequence an < bn < pn < qn < an+＼,

n = 0,1,..., such that A c [J^=0[an,bn], B c (J^o [/>,,#≪]･It is easy to construct

a PL-homeomorphism G : [0,oo) -^ [0,oo) such that ＼G(bn)- G(pn)＼> n and

＼G(qn)- G(an+i)＼> n for each n. Define d(x, y) = ＼G(x)- G(y)＼ for each

x, y e [0,oo). Then d is a proper metric on X satisfying(f). Moreover, d satisfies

the condition limx^OD(d(x, A) + d(x, B)) = oo. So we have clj^ A Dcl^ B = 0 by

Proposition 1.2. Hence, the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be

applied for proper metrics induced by PL-homeomorphisms. Thus we have the

following approximation theorem:

Theorem 2.3. Let X be the half-open interval. Then the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of the half-open interval can be approximated by Higson compacti-

fications induced by PL-homeomorphisms, i.e.,(IX Ksupy{Xd ＼dis induced by a

PL-homeomorphism }.
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